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SIGNED DATA DEPENDENCIES IN LOGIC PROGRAMS 
KENNETH KUNEN” 
D Logic programming with negation has been given a declarative semantics 
by Clark’s completed database (CDB), and one can consider the conse- 
quences of the CDB in either two-valued or three-valued logic. Logic 
programming also has a proof theory given by SLDNF derivations. Assum- 
ing the data-dependency condition of strictness, we prove that the two-val- 
ued and three-valued semantics are equivalent. Assuming alfowedness (a 
condition on occurrences of variables), we prove that SLDNF is complete 
for the three-valued semantics. Putting these two results together, we have 
completeness of SLDNF deductions for strict and allowed databases and 
queries under the standard two-valued semantics. This improves a theorem 
of Cavedon and Lloyd, who obtained the same result under the additional 
assumption of stratijiability. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There have been many recent advances in elucidating the semantics of negation in 
logic programming, but some serious problems still remain. 
To a first approximation, we may think of the semantics as given by Clark’s 
completed database [3]. Given a database DB, we form the CDB, which consists of 
some equality axioms plus a completed definition of each predicate symbol; roughly, 
this completed definition is obtained by replacing the PROLOG “if’ by an “iff’. 
However, the CDB does not always capture the intended PROLOG semantics. 
For example, if DB consists of the single clause p :- 7p, then the CDB is p * 7p, 
which is inconsistent, so all statements follow logically from it, whereas we would 
expect anything resembling PROLOG to return “no” to ?- q and “yes” to ?-7q, 
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and not to return at all from ?-p. This sort of problem is solved by using 
three-valued logic as described in [8] (which is based on earlier such approaches in 
[6,11,13]). This logic has three truth values, t (true), f (false), and u (undefined). We 
use the truth value u, as did Kleene, to capture the notion of a computation which 
fails to halt. Our CDB is verbatim the same as Clark’s original definition, but we use 
its consequences in three-valued logic (with Kleene’s truth tables), rather than in 
two-valued logic. 
The three-valued semantics is weaker than the two-valued, in the sense that every 
query supported in the three-valued semantics is also supported in the two-valued 
semantics, but not conversely. In three-valued logic, the CDB is always consistent. 
In the example just considered, the three-valued semantics forces 4 to be f, 7q to 
be t, and p to be u, corresponding exactly to what PROLOG does. In fact, in the 
propositional case, it is easy to prove a completeness theorem (see [S]), showing that 
any query clause is supported by the three-valued semantics iff there is a 
PROLOG-style derivation of it. The abstract notion of a PROLOG-style derivation 
is essentially given by Clark’s query evaluation procedure [3], or, more formally, by 
the notion of an SLDNF derivation [12]. 
Although this three-valued CDB approach seems like a good approximation to 
the intended semantics of negation in PROLOG, it still leaves us with two major 
problems. 
Problem 1. Incompleteness. In the nonpropositional case, SLDNF is incomplete. 
Furthermore, as pointed out in [9], it is unlikely that any modification of SLDNF 
will lead to completeness unless we depart completely from the spirit of PROLOG. 
Problem 2. Many people will find three-valued logic not as natural or easy to 
understand as two-valued logic. This is not a mathematical problem, but it does 
indicate a failure to give programmers a clear and understandable explanation of 
the declarative meaning of their PROLOG programs. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss sufficient conditions under which these 
problems go away. Regarding Problem 1, we shall show (Theorem 4.3) that the 
condition of allowedness (see [15,1] or Section 2-roughly, this says that every 
variable occurring in a clause must occur at least once within a positive literal in the 
body of that clause) is sufficient to guarantee completeness of SLDNF for the 
three-valued semantics. Regarding Problem 2, we shall show (Theorem 3.6) that 
the condition of strictness (see [l] or Section 2-roughly, this says that no predicate 
depends on another predicate both positively and negatively) is sufficient to guaran- 
tee that the three-valued and two-valued semantics coincide. 
If we put these results together, we have that, under the two conditions, 
allowedness and strictness, SLDNF is complete for the two-valued semantics. This 
is an improvement of the earlier result of Cavedon and Lloyd [2], who proved 
completeness if one had these two conditions plus a third, strutifiability. [2] dealt 
directly with two-valued models, and used the methods of Apt, Blair, and Walker [l] 
to construct two-valued models of stratified databases. Stratifiability (defined in [l] 
or Section 2) says roughly that there are no cycles of data dependency through a 
negation. This notion seems to be great interest in its own right (see [lo]), but turns 
out to be irrelevant here, although we shall see that the methods of [l] are useful 
even when dealing with nonstratified databases. 
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Section 2 will give precise definitions of the various syntactical notions used. 
Section 3 describes the basic methods in constructing models and converting 
three-valued models to 
result mentioned above. 
ing our results. 
two-valued models. Section 4 presents the completeness 
Section 5 makes some remarks on possibilities for extend- 
2. SYNTAX 
We assume that our language for predicate logic is fixed in advance, and contains, 
for each n 2 0, a countably infinite set of n-place function symbols and a countably 
infinite set of n-place predicate symbols. O-place function symbols are called 
constant symbols, and O-place predicate symbols are called proposition letters. In 
addition, our language has a symbol, ‘ = ‘, for equality; this symbol never occurs in 
a database, but is used in forming the CDB. 
A literal is an atomic formula or a negated atomic formula. A program clause is 
of the form 
(Y:- x x i,‘.., n, 
where (Y is atomic, hi,..., X, are literals, and n 2 0; if n = 0, we write (Y :- true, or 
just (Y. The database, DB, will always be a jinite set of program clauses. 
A query clause is of the form 
where n 2 0; if n = 0, we just write true. Of course, actual queries to PROLOG will 
have rz 2 1, but it is useful to allow the case n = 0 when we consider intermediate 
goals in SLDNF derivations (see Section 4). 
We now consider data-dependency relations. Let PRED be the set of all 
predicate symbols. We use J to denote immediate dependency; thus, if p, q E 
PRED, then p 2 q iff DB contains a clause in which p occurs in the head and q 
occurs in the body. Let 2 denote the least transitive reflexive relation of PRED 
extending 7 ; so p 2 q means that p hereditarily depends on q. Of course, 7 and 
2 depend on DB, but there will be no danger of confusion here, since we shall only 
discuss one database at a time. 
As does every transitive reflexive relation, 2 has two associated relations on 
PRED. Let = denote the equivalence relation defined by p = q iff p 2 q and q 2 p. 
Let > denote the transitive irreflexive relation defined by p > q iff p L q and q & p. 
If SC PRED, we call 9 downward closed iff for all p E 9 and q E PRED, q I p 
implies q E 9’. Note that this implies that 9 is a union of equivalence classes. 
Observe that < is acyclic, and hence well founded on any finite subset of PRED 
(that is, every finite nonempty subset of PRED has a < -minimal element). When 
we get to semantics (Section 3) we shall build models for the CDB by induction on 
< , treating each equivalence class as a unit. In one step in the induction, we have 
interpretations defined for some downward closed set 9 of predicate letters, and we 
extend this interpretation to the equivalence class of a minimal element of PRED \9. 
When we discuss criteria which allow three-valued models to be converted to 
two-valued models, it will be important to consider whether predicates depend on 
other predicates positively or negatively. This signed dependency is defined as 
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follows. We say p 2 +1q iff there is a clause in DB with p occurring in the head and 
q occurring in a positive literal in the body. We say p 2 _1q iff there is a clause in 
DB with p occurring in the head and q occurring in a negative literal in the body. 
Let >+i and r_1 be the least pair of relations on PRED satisfying 
P 2 +1P 
and 
Note that by making 2 and 2 +1 reflexive, we always have p 2 p and p 2 + I p, 
so that, in the case of a singleton equivalence class { p}, these partial orders do not 
distinguish whether or not p is defined recursively from itself. This distinction is 
often important, but turns out to be irrelevant for this paper. The important 
distinction for us will be whether p 2 _Ip-i.e., whether p is defined negatively 
from itself. 
Following [l], DB is called stratified iff we never have both p = q and p 2 _1q 
-that is, within each equivalence class, all dependencies are positive. Following [l], 
DB is called strict iff we never have p 2 +l q and p 2 _1 q. Following Sato [14], we 
say that DB is call-consistent iff we never have p 2 _1 p. It is easy to verify that call 
consistency means that all dependencies are strict within each equivalence 
class-that is, 
Lemma 2.1. DB is call-consistent if for no p and q do we have p = q, p 2 tl q, and 
P2-1% 
Clearly, then, any database which is either strict or stratified is call-consistent. 
We remark briefly on how this will be used in the semantics. Every CDB is 
consistent from the point of view of three-valued logic, but call consistency 
guarantees that we have consistency in two-valued logic-i.e., that the CDB has a 
two-valued model. Strictness is needed to get the stronger fact that every query 
which is true in all two-valued models for the CDB is also true in all three-valued 
models. Stratifiability is largely irrelevant in this paper, except that it implies call 
consistency, and our construction of two-valued models in the call-consistent case 
by induction on < is a generalization of the construction of Apt, Blair, and Walker 
[l] for stratified DB. 
If 9~ PRED, a signing for 9 is a map, S : 9+ { + 1, - 1) such that whenever 
p, q E B and p < i q, S(p) = S(q). i. Clearly, 
Lemma 2.2. Zf PRED has a signing, the DB is strict. Zf DB is strict, 9~ PRED, a 
is a 2 -largest element of 9, and i E { + 1, - l}, then 9 has a signing S defined by 
S(p)=i*kwheneverpE9 andp<,a. 
As we shall see in Section 3, signings will allow us to convert three-valued models 
to two-valued models. Whenever a predicate has value u, we convert the value to t if 
the sign of the predicate is + 1, and to f if the sign is - 1. Strictness does not always 
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imply the existence of a signing. For a counterexample, consider 
a :- p. 
a:- q. 
b :- p. 
b :- Tq. 
This is strict (and also stratified), but the tirst two clauses prevent p, q from having 
different signs, while the last two clauses prevent them from having the same sign. 






The equivalence classes are { p} at the bottom, with {a, b} above it, along with all 
the trivial singleton equivalence classes of letters not mentioned at all. This database 
is call-consistent, but is neither strict (since a 2 +1 p and a 2 _1 p) nor stratified 
(since a = b and a 2 _I b). We can build a two-valued model for CDB by induction 
on < . Starting at the bottom, we satisfy the completed definition of p; since this is 
a tautology, p up, we may assign p either t or f. We then move up to the 
equivalence class { a, b }, and find values for a and b which satisfy b ++ 7a and 
a * (7 b V p V 7p), which means that a must be t and b must be f; in this 
example, the value for p turns out to be irrelevant, but if we deleted clauses I, 4, 
then a would have to have the same value as p. Of course, proposition letters not 
mentioned at all in the database must be assigned value f. So the CDB for I,. . . , 5 is 
consistent in two-valued logic. However, a must be true in all two-valued models, 
whereas a is not a three-valued consequence of CDB (and of course, PROLOG will 
not return an answer to the query ?- a). The relevant thing here is that strictness is 
violated; a depends on p both positively and negatively, which makes it impossible 
to convert the three-valued model that assigns u to a, b, and p to a two-valued 
model that assigns f to a. The lack of stratifiability is irrelevant-if we deleted 
clauses 1, 2, the DB would become stratified, but we still would have the same 
problem with a. However, if we deleted 3, the DB would become strict, and we 
would have a signing defined by S(a) = - 1, S(b) = S(p) = + 1. This would allow 
us to convert the u to f for a while converting b and p from u to t. 
For queries consisting of more than one literal, we need an addition to our 
definition of strictness. Consider the database 
a:-p. 
b :- yp. 
p:-p. 
This is strict (and also stratified). Smce 7( a A b) is a two-valued consequence of 
CDB, an answer of “no” would be supported in two-valued logic to ?- a, b, but no 
answer is supported in three-valued logic. The problem is that even though DB is 
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strict, the query clause depends both positively and negatively on p. If $J is a query 
clause, we say I#I 2 ; p iff either a 2 i p for some a occurring positively in 9 of 
a 2 _ ;p for some a occurring negatively in +. We call DB strict with respect to $I iff 
for no predicate letter p do we have both $2 +i p and $J 2 _i p. DB could be strict 
with respect to + but not strict, since strictness could be violated by letters upon 
which 9 does not depend. To prove that a given two-valued consequence $I of CDB 
is also a three-valued consequence, what we shall really need is that DB is strict with 
respect to + (to allow conversion of three-valued to two-valued models for the 
letters upon which 9 depends), plus that DB is call-consistent (to allow these 
two-valued models to be expanded to models for all the letters). 
For the completeness result (with respect to three-valued logic) in Section 4, 
strictness and related notions are irrelevant-the hypothesis there will be al- 
lowedness [15,1]. DB is allowed iff for each clause 
(Y:- xi,..., A, 
in DB, and each variable X which occurs anywhere in that clause, X occurs in at 
least one positive literal hi in that clause. Likewise, a query clause is called allowed 
iff every variable which occurs in the clause occurs somewhere in a positive literal in 
that clause. So, for example, the query clause ?- 7q( X), r(X) is allowed. In the 
completeness proof, SLDNF will try to first investigate the positive literal r(X) in 
an attempt to bind X and avoid floundering. The fact that DB is allowed guarantees 
that all intermediate goal clauses are allowed also. Note that the only allowed unit 
database clauses are ground. 
3. SEMANTICS 
Recall that we are always working with a fixed language in predicate logic. A 
three-ualued structure .z? for the language consists of a nonempty set A (the domain 
of discourse) together with an appropriate assignment of a semantic object on A for 
each of the predicate and function symbols of the language. More precisely, 
whenever f is an n-place function symbol with n 2 1, .&(f) is a function from A” 
into A; if n = 0 (f is a constant symbol), then doe(f) E A. Whenever p is an n-place 
predicate symbol other than ‘ = ’ with n 2 1, d(p) is a function from A” into 
{t,f,u}; if n =0 (p is a proposition letter), then J&‘(P) E {t,f,u}. a?‘{ = } is always 
true identity; i.e., &‘( =)( a, b) is t iff a and b are the same object, and f otherwise. 
A two-valued structure is simply a three-valued structure in which the value u is 
never taken. 
We use Kleene’s truth tables of the propositional connectives other than ‘ ++ ‘, 
which is given in tukasiewicz’s truth table-that is, v tf w is t iff v = w, and f 
otherwise. In this paper, the connective c, will occur only as the “iff’ in the CDB. 
If 7 is a term with variables among Xi,. . . , X, (n 2 l), then we define, in the 
obvious way, &( 7) : A” + A. There is some danger of confusion here, since we do 
not require that all the Xi actually occur in 7, but this will always be clear from 
context-to avoid confusion in abstract discussions, we might display 7 as 
T(Xi,..., X,). If 7 is a closed term, d(7) E A. Likewise, if $J is a formula with free 
variables among Xi,. . . , X, (n L l), then we define, in the obvious way, .J@‘(+) :
A” + {t,f,u}, using the truth tables as in [8]. If + is a sentence (no free variables), 
then &‘(+) E {t,f,u}. 
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Observe that the interpretation of ‘ = ’ is always standard 2-valued identity and 
function symbols are interpreted as functions in the standard mathematical sense. 
Thus, the truth value u is never taken by a formula which is made up of just ‘ = ’ 
and function symbols. Treating equality specially in this way seems inelegant, but 
not doing so leads to problems; see Section 5. 
Let CET (Clark’s equational theory) be the equational axioms of the CDB; CET 
doesn’t depend on DB. As in [8], we only consider structures which satisfy CET. 
These are characterized by the following three conditions. First, d(f) is a l-l 
function for each function symbol f of one or more places. Second, a(f) and 
d(g) have disjoint ranges whenever f, g are distinct function symbols of 0 or more 
places. Third, whenever X, actually occurs in the term r( Xi,. . . , X,), and a,, . . . , a, 
EA, we have ai#.@‘(r)(a,,..., a,); this is a formalization of the occurs check. 
An Herbrund structure is a three-valued structure whose domain of discourse is 
the set of all closed terms, with function and constant symbols having their natural 
interpretations. Any structure which satisfies all the axioms of CET contains an 
isomorphic copy of an Herbrand structure. 
We say that &’ is a model of the CDB iff all the sentences of the CDB have truth 
value t in .&. In three-valued logic, the CDB is always consistent (i.e., has a model). 
This fact is discussed explicitly in [8], but the result is actually implicit in the earlier 
paper of Fitting [6]. To construct a three-valued model of the CDB, first fix a model 
of CET, and then form a sequence of structures by iterating the three-valued 
analogue of the van Emden-Kowalski [5] operator T (details below). All the 
structures in the sequence have the same domain of discourse and interpretation of 
the function symbols, but the predicates change; the initial model in the sequence 
has all predicates undefined (u). The operator T is not in general continuous, so the 
sequence may be transfinite, but since T is monotone, there is some closure ordinal, 
at which stage one gets a model for the CDB. Unlike the van Emden-Kowalski case 
in pure Horn logic, this model is not minimal-that is, it may make some 
statements true which do not in fact follow from the CDB. For example, if the DB 
is 
P(O). 
P(G W) :- P(X). 
r(O). 
r(s( X)) :- r(X). 
4:-P(X),4X). 
then q will become f at stage o if we start on the Herbrand universe. However, if 
our original model of CET contained an element which was in the range of sk for 
each k, then q will be u in the final model of the CDB: by our procedure below 
(Theorem 3.6), this model could then be transformed into a two-valued model of the 
CDB in which q is true. 
[6] starts with the Herbrand universe. [8] shows essentially that if one begins with 
an Hi-saturated model of CET, then the procedure actually closes at stage w, and 
only sentences which follow from the CDB are made true. 
We now describe the details of this iteration; in fact, we shall describe a 
generalization, which is related to the remark made in the introduction that one may 
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define models by recursion on the data dependency relation > . Suppose we have a 
set of predicate letters, 9~ PRED. A 9’-structure is a structure .@’ as above, except 
that z%‘(p) is defined only for p E B [but JZ?( f) is defined for all function symbols]. 
CDB]B denotes the equational theory CET together with all sentences of CDB 
which only use predicate symbols in 9’. If JX? is a 5@-structure, 9 c P c PRED, and 
53 is a &structure, we call 9? an expansion of ~4 iff D has the same domain of 
discourse as does z? and agrees with .&’ on the interpretations of all function 
symbols and all predicate symbols in 9. 
If B is downward closed (see Section 2), @’ is a @structure, and J&’ is a model 
of CDB]g, we shall construct an expansion of _~4 to a PRED-structure which is a 
model of all of the CDB. Consider DB, 9, and &’ to be fixed. Let 9 be the set of 
all expansions of &’ to PRED structures. We consider {t, f,u} to be a semilattice, 
whose only relations are u < t and u < f. This makes 3 into a complete semilattice 
in the obvious way. 8 has as a bottom element the structure 97a, in which all 
predicates not in 9 are identically u. 
We define an operator, T: A?+ 9 as follows. Given 34 E 9, an n-place p E 
PRED, and a,, . . . , a,,wemustexplainhowtocomputev=T(9?)(p)(a,,...,a,)E 
{t, f, u}. Now v will be t iff for some clause 9 in DB of form 
Ph,...,T”) :- J/ 
with variables Y,, . . . , Y,, and some b,, . . . , b, E A, we have a( J/)(b,, . . . , b,) = t 
and each 54?(ri)(bl,..., b,) = a,. v will be f iff for euev $I in DB of that form, and 
every b,, . . . , b,,, E A, we have either S(#)(b,, . . . , b,) = f for some 9?( Ti)(bl, . . . , b,) 
# a,. v is u otherwise. Using the facts that B is downward closed and & satisfies 
CDB(B, one can show that if p ~9, then T@?)(p) =97(p) =&‘(p)-i.e., T(g) 
indeed is in 9. Likewise, 
Lemma 3.1. If 98~9, then T(g) = 97 IT Ct? is a model for the CDB. 
Since T is monotone, it has a fixed point (see [6]). Hence, 
Theorem 3.2. If 9~ PRED, ~9 is a Sstructure, 9 is downward closed, and .& is a 
model of CDB]S, then there is an expansion of z-4 which is a (three-valued) model 
for the CDB. 
We now define an operator 2ual which attempts to convert three-valued models 
of the CDB to two-valued models. Of course, such a conversion is not possible in all 
cases, as the well-known example p :- 7p shows, but the conversion will succeed 
under certain conditions on DB. The simplest such condition is the existence of a 
signing (see Section 2), which can tell us which u values to change to t and which to 
f. Actually, the signing need only be defined on predicate letters whose interpreta- 
tion is u at some places, Suppose that Z? and 9 are disjoint subsets of PRED and 
J&’ ‘is a three-valued 9 U 9 structure. Suppose that S: 9 + { + 1, -l}_ Define 
2uaZ(&, S) to be the 9 U B structure which has the same domain of discourse as 
does &‘, which interprets predicates in 9 and function symbols the same way & 
does, and in which, for q ~.2, v = 2uaZ(&‘, S)(q)(a,, . . . , a,,) is computed as fol- 
lows: Set w=&(q)(al,..., a,,); then v is w if w is t or f; if w is u, then v is t if 
S(q) = + 1 and f if S(q) = - 1. One easily verities: 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 9 and 9 are disjoint subsets of PRED, 9 U .G@ is 
downward closed, and & is a three-valued model for CDB](S U S) such that the 
interpretation of each letter in 9 happens to be two-valued. If S is a signing for 9, 
then 2val( &‘, S) is a two-valued model for CDB]( 9 U 9). 
It follows, of course, that if there is a signing for PRED, then the CDB has a 
two-valued model, but in fact we can prove thihs just using the weaker fact that DB 
is call-consistent. It is here that we use a recursion on < in direct analogy with Apt, 
Blair, and Walker [l]. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that 9 and 9 are disjoint subsets of PRED, and both B and 
9 U 1 are downward closed. Suppose also that DB is call-consistent on 9 and that 
JYG? is a two-valued model for CDB]k@. Then .x? has an expansion to a two-valued 
model for CDB((BU_2). 
PROOF. Since predicate symbols not mentioned in DB can (must) simply be defined 
to be universally f, we may assume that all symbols in 9 are actually mentioned in 
DB, so that in particular 9 is finite. Since < is acyclic, and hence well founded, on 
1, we may produce the expansion by recursion on <, so that without loss of 
generality, we may assume that h is the = equivalence class of a minimal element 
of PRED\8. In this case, by Lemma 2.2, there must be a signing S for 9. By 
Theorem 3.2, let 57 be an expansion of & to a three-valued model for CDB]( S’U S). 
Then, by Theorem 3.3, 2val(9?, S) is a two-valued model for CDBI(BULQ. 0 
In particular, taking B to be empty and 9 to be PRED, we have the following, 
which was also established by Sato [14]: 
Corollary 3.5. Zj DB is call-consistent, hen the CDB has a two-valued model. 
However, as pointed out in Section 2, call consistency is not enough to prove the 
stronger result that every two-valued consequence is also a three-valued conse- 
quence. In general, call a formula + a three-valued consequence of the CDB iff its 
universal closure V+ has value t in all three-valued models of the CDB; + is a 
two-valued consequence ifY V+ is t in all two-valued models. Obviously, every 
three-valued consequence is also a two-valued consequence. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that + is a query clause, DB is strict with respect o +, DB is 
call-consistent, and V+ is a two-valued consequence of the CDB. Then V$I is also a 
three-valued consequence of the CDB. 
PROOF. Assume that z? is a three-valued model of the CDB in which V+ has value 
f or u. We show how to construct a two-valued model 9 for the CDB in which V$ 
has value f. Let B be the set of all predicate symbols which are I some symbol 
occurring in 9. Let S be the (unique) signing for 9 such that for each p occurring 
in +,, S(p) is - 1 if p occurs positively, and + 1 if p occurs negatively. Let .4? be the 
reduct of JT? to 8; that is, 9 is exactly the same as &, except that .97(p) is defined 
only when p E 8. Let V be 2val( .G%, S). ~8 is a three-valued, and ‘3 a two-valued 
model for CDBI9. In 97, + is u or f at some values of its variables, and at these 
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values, + will be f in V, so V+ is f in V. By Theorem 3.4, %’ has an expansion to a 
two-valued model $9 for the CDB, and of course V+ is still f in 9. q 
Following Clark [3], DB is called hierarchical iff it has no recursions whatever; 
that is, each equivalence class is a singleton, and we never have p up. For such 
databases, it is easily proved by induction on < that every three-valued model for 
the CDB is in fact two-valued; it is then immediate that the three-valued and 
two-valued semantics coincide. Clearly, hierarchical implies call-consistent, but it 
does not imply strict, nor does strict imply hierarchical. One may generalize 
Theorem 3.6 as follows. Suppose 9~ PRED is downward closed, DB is call-con- 
sistent, and DB restricted to 9 is hierarchical. Let cp be a query clause such that + 
does not depend both positively and negtively on any predicate outside of 9. Then 
V+ is a two-valued consequence of the CDB iff it is a three-valued consequence. As 
special cases, B= 0 is Theorem 3.6, and 9= PRED is the fact that the two-valued 
and three-valued semantics agree for hierarchical databases. 
4. A COMPLETENESS RESULT 
Here we deal only with three-valued models, and study the concept of allowedness 
(see Section 2). If I#J is a formula, we say that CDB b Q iff the universal closure V+ 
has value t in all three-valued models of the CDB. Although, as we have pointed 
out, in general it is necessary to consider models which extend the Herbrand 
universe, we note that by [8], we may generate consequences of the CDB by a 
construction which only invovles the Herbrand universe. For this section, let .&. be 
the structure whose domain of discourse is the Herbrand universe, and in which all 
predicates are identically u. For a given DB, we may iterate T as above and define 
.f?z n+l = T(&,,). Although none of the .@‘,, nor their limit, &,, need be a model for 
the CDB, we have: 
Theorem 4. I (see [8]). For any +, CDB k $J i# VC#I is t in SB, for some n. 
If one wants to prove a completeness theorem of the form that every supported 
answer is eventually returned, it is natural, then, to induct on the stage at which the 
answer gets supported. 
Let Q be the set of all query clauses. Let RET be the set of all pairs ($, a) where 
+ E Q, u is a substitution, and u acts only on the variables occurring in +. If 9 is 
ground, the only possibility for u is “yes”, the identity substitution. RET is the set 
of all possible (query, answer) pairs. If u is any substitution and $ E Q, let a]+ be u 
restricted to the variables actually occurring in 9; so (+, CT]+) is always in RET. 
The semantic import of allowedness is given by: 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose DB is allowed and C$ is an allowed query. For each n, there are 
only finitely many u such that ($, a) E RET and V$u is t in x2,,; furthermore, all 
such u are ground. 
PROOF. Induction on n. c7 
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The next step is to say precisely what we mean by SLDNF. This is defined in 
Section 15 of [12], but the definition is a little complicated, as one must simultane- 
ously define what a derivation is and what a finitely failed SLDNF derivation tree 
is. Since we do not actually need the structure of these derivations, but only the set 
of derivable answers, it is a little easier to work directly with an inductive definition 
of the set of answers returnable by SLDNF. We define a subset R c RET (the set of 
all such pairs actually obtainable by SLDNF with the given database) and a subset 
F c Q (the set of finitely failable queries). R and F are defined simultaneously by 
recursion to be the least sets satisfying the following closure properties: 
0 true R yes. 
R + If + is OL A JI, (Y is a positive literal, (p :- 0) E DB, CJ = mgu(cy, /3), and 
(e A \Cl)aRlr, then r#~R(a~)l+. 
R - If $I is 7~ A #, (Y a positive ground literal, a! E F, and $Ra, then +Ra. 
F + Suppose that $J is (Y A 4 and (Y is a positive literal. Suppose that for each 
(/I :- 0) E DB, if /_I is unifiable with (Y, then (0 A a,b)( mgu( a, /I)) E F. Then 
$I E F. 
F - If + is 7~ A 4, (Y a positive ground literal, and &Ryes, then $ E F. 
In the above, before computing an mgu, we assume that the query clause and the 
database clause are renamed to have disjoint variables-the usual “standardized 
apart” assumption. When we say that $ is X A 4 (X is LY or 7a), we mean that A is 
some literal occurring in +, and 4 is $I with one occurrence of X deleted. Note that 
clause F + includes as a special case that if (Y fails to unify with the head of any 
clause in the database, then (Y A IJ fails. 
It is easy to see that this definition is equivalent to the one via SLDNF trees-in 
fact, an SLDNF tree headed by a query + may be viewed as a backward search for a 
u such that +Ru. We may thus state our completeness result formally as: 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that DB is allowed and 9 is an allowed query clause. If 
CDB E +a, then +Ru. Zf CDB E ,3+, then C$ E F. 
The proof will be “by induction”. Before beginning, let us note some features 
that the induction must have. First, since F and R are defined simultaneously in 
terms of each other, we must prove both parts of the theorem simultaneously, 
presumably by induction on the least n such that the relevant statement is t in A+?~. 
Second, the induction cannot be quite that simle, since the reduction from n to 
n - 1 could take an unspecified number of SLDNF steps. In the positive case, if 
CDB k +a, then u must be ground, which makes matters a little easier, but suppose 
+ is p(X), -, q( X); perhaps 7q( X)u first become t at stage 10, whereas p( X)u is t 
by stage 5. We would like to work on the 7q( X) first, to reduce the 10 to 9, but of 
course we cannot-we must work on p(X) unit1 the X becomes ground. Thus, we 
must actually induct on the stages at which the various literals within a clause 
become t individually. 
Let SEQ be the set of all finite (possibly empty) sequences of natural numbers. 
We’ll exhibit them in the form n’= (n,, . . . , n,), where L is the length of Z. Let I 
be the least transitive reflexive relation on SEQ such that m’ I n’ whenever m’ is a 
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subsequence of a permutation of Z, or G results on replacing some component n, of 
n’, by an arbitrary finite sequence of numbers less than ni. Let < be the correspond- 
ing strict partial order, so m’ < Z ifI G s Z and n’& G-equivalently, iff m’ s Z and 
m’ is not a permutation of ii. So, for example, 
() < (0,1,1,2,3) I (1,3,1,2,0) < (4,290) C (4,2,0,0). 
As is well known, the relation G is well founded, so we may induct on it, We 
remark that if Z is a permutation of 5i, then they are equivalent in this order 
(n’s m’ I 3, so the reader may prefer to think of elements of SEQ as multisets 
rather than sequences 
We use these sequences to give a ranking to when the various components of a 
query clause become true. More precisely, say r$ is the clause (~i,. . , aL. If 
CDB E +a, then let rank+(@) be (n,, . , , , nL), where each n, is the minimal n such 
that Vai is t in .!z?‘~, In particular, rdnk+(tnre) = (). The negative case is more 
complicated. If CDB t= -34, call (nr, . ,. , n,) Q negative rank for I#I iff for each 
ground instance, +a of +, some oiu is f in JZ$, Since c is well-founded, 4 must 
have a minimal negative rank, but this mintmal rank need not be unique, For 
example, with the empty database, 9, q is u at stage 0 and f at stage 1, so that (0,l) 
and (LO) are both minimal negative ranks for p, q6 Nevertheless, we may prove by 
induction on Z that, assuming DB is allowed, 
H( nii). Whenever 9 is an allowed queQ clause: 
R: If CDB E +a and rank+(+) = 3, then +Ra, 
F: If CDB I= -,34, and Z is A negative rank for Cp, then 4 E F. 
It is clear by Theorem 4J that Theorem 4,3 will follow if we can prove that H(Z) 
holds for all Z. 
Note that a positive rank is non&O in all its places, whereas a negative rank may 
be 0 in some places; this will make the negative cases somewhat harder, as we do 
not always have the same freedom to choose a literal to reduce, 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3. The basis case for H(Z) is with rZ== 0, and hence 4 empty 
(true); this follows trivially from clause 0 in the definition of R, For the induction 
step, $I is nonempty, and there are two things to prove, aad each has two cases 
depending on whether we reduce a positive or a negative literal. These four cases 
correspond in a natural way to the four inductive clauses in the definition of R and 
F. We are asstmring, inductively, that H(m’) holds whenever G c n’, 
R + : If + contains a positive literal, let us assume that + is (pi A 4, where (pi is 
positive and the first literal in + (since the order of a clause does not matter here), 
Since 0 is allowed, u is ground (Theorem 4,2). Since (~iu is t in &“,, there must be 
some clause, p ;- 8 in DB and a ground substitution ‘IT such that u bf 
(mgu(a,, P))nl+, and @(mgu(ai, P))r is t in J$n,-1. Then 
runk+((eAICI)mgu(a,,8))r~n’<, 
where m’ is obtained by replacing the ni in Z with a string of length(@) copies of 
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n, - 1. Applying the inductive hypothesis and the R + clause in the definition of R, 
we have that +Ra. 
F + : If possible, permute + to the form ai A #, where ai is positive and ?ri > 0. 
So J/ is of the form az, . . . , aL. Fix any clause, /3 :- 8 in DB such that p is unifiable 
with ai. We must show that 6 = (0 A #)(mgu(ai, 8)) is in F, and this will follow by 
the inductive hypothesis if we can show that 4 (defined exactly as above) is a 
negative rank for 6. Consider any ground instance Sa. There are really two cases 
here, depending on the truth value v of B(mgu(a,, @)a in <“,_i. In the first case, v 
is t or u. Then ai(mgu(a,, /3))7r = /3(mgu(a,, /3))a is t or u m &“,, so, since n’ is a 
negative rank for +, ai( mgu( ai, /3))lr is f in sdni for some i 2 2. In the second case, 
v is f. In either case, some literal in Sa becomes false in the corresponding d,,,,. 
R - : If $I has no positive literals, it must be ground. Write (p as 7al A 4. Then 
runk+(+J)=(n,,..., n,,) < ii, so by the inductive hypothesis, #Ryes. The unit ai 
is f in dn,, so (ni) is a negative rank for it. If L 2 2, then (ni) < Z, so the inductive 
hypothesis applies immediately to show ai E F. If L = 1, then (ni) = n’; note that 
ai E F by the case F + , which we just did for Z. 
F - : Say + is $,,,, A &.r, where $,,,, is ai,. . . , aP, &,neg is &. . . ,& and the 
ai and aj are all positive. If we cannot reduce this by F + , then ni = 0 for 
i=l ,--., p. This may then be handled analogously to R - if we can show that some 
/3, is ground and t in zJ~,+,. Say Xi,. . . , X, are the variables occurring in $I. Let H 
be the set of all ground terms. Since n’ is a negative rank for I#J and all truth values 
are u in do, we must have that for each yi, . . . , y, E H, some 7/3j(y1,. . . , y,) is f in 
& ‘Ip+,’ Let 
sj= ( (YITaee> y,) EH':~~~+j(4)(YI,...,Y~)=t)' 
We have just seen that lJ&,S, = Hr. If pj is not ground, then the projection of Sj on 
any coordinate corresponding to an Xi which actually occurs in pi is finite (by 
Theorem 4.2). If aj is ground but f or u in &‘“p+j, then Sj is empty. Since H is 
infinite, H’ cannot be the union of finitely many sets each of whose projection on 
some coordinate is finite, so some aj is ground and t in dn,+,. q 
5. CONCLUSION 
On defect in the above completeness result is that the concept of allowedness is so 
stringent as to exclude many common PROLOG constructs, such as the definition 
of equality [ equuf( X, X)] and both clauses in the standard definition of 
member( X, L). As a topic for future work, one would like to replace allowedness 
and strictness by weaker conditions; these conditions should be easily testable by a 
compiler and weak enough to include the kinds of programs that people commonly 
write. 
One might get better completeness results by strengthening SLDNF to compute 
more answers. For example, perhaps a query, ?- -p(X) should not always flounder. 
Following the lead of IC-PROLOG [4], if ?-p(X) returns the identity yes, it is safe 
to fail ?-7p(X), and if ?-p(X) fails, it is safe to return yes for ?-p(X). Then, 
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